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ABSTRACT
Understanding customer sentiments is of paramount importance
in marketing strategies today. Not only will it give companies an
insight as to how customers perceive their products and/or services,
but it will also give them an idea on how to improve their offers. This
paper attempts to understand the correlation of different variables
in customer reviews on a women clothing e-commerce, and to
classify each review whether it recommends the reviewed product
or not and whether it consists of positive, negative, or neutral
sentiment. To achieve these goals, we employed univariate and
multivariate analyses on dataset features except for review titles and
review texts, and we implemented a bidirectional recurrent neural
network (RNN) with long-short term memory unit (LSTM) for
recommendation and sentiment classification. Results have shown
that a recommendation is a strong indicator of a positive sentiment
score, and vice-versa. On the other hand, ratings in product reviews
are fuzzy indicators of sentiment scores. We also found out that
the bidirectional LSTM was able to reach an F1-score of 0.88 for
recommendation classification, and 0.93 for sentiment classification.
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KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Companies are starting to turn to social media listening as a tool for
understanding their customers, in order to further improve their
products and/or services. As a part of this movement, text analysis
has become an active field of research in computational linguistics
and natural language processing.
One of the most popular problems in the mentioned field is text
classification, a task which attempts to categorize documents to
one or more classes that may be done manually or computationally.
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Towards this direction, recent years have shown top interest in clas-
sifying sentiments of statements found in social media, review sites,
and discussion groups. This task is known as sentiment analysis,
a computational process that uses statistics and natural language
processing techniques to identify and categorize opinions expressed
in a text, particularly, to determine the polarity of attitude (positive,
negative, or neutral) of the writer towards a topic or a product[12].
The said task is now widely used by companies for understanding
their clients through their customer support in social media, or
through their review boards online.
In this paper, we attempt to analyze the customer reviews on
women clothing e-commerce[3] by employing statistical analysis
and sentiment classification. We first analyze the non-text review
features (e.g. age, class of dress purchased, etc.) found in the dataset,
as an attempt to unravel any connection between them and cus-
tomer recommendation on the product. Then, we implement a
bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) with long-short term
memory (LSTM)[6] for classifying whether a review text recom-
mends the purchased product or not, and for classifying the user
review sentiment towards the product.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Machine Intelligence Library
Keras[4] with Google TensorFlow[1] was used to implement the
bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) with long-short term
memory (LSTM)[6] in this study. As for the data preprocessing
and handling, the numpy[13] and pandas[9] Python libraries were
used. Lastly, for the data visualization, the matplotlib[7] and
seaborn[14] Python libraries were used.
2.2 The Dataset
The Women’s Clothing E-Commerce Reviews[3] was used as the
dataset for this study. This dataset consists of reviews written by
real customers, hence it has been anonymized, i.e. customer names
were not included, and references to the company were replaced
with “retailer” by [3].
Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of dataset features and
label (Recommended IND).
2.3 Data Analysis
In which we analyze the dataset features and their implications on
user recommendation and review sentiments. This subsection cov-
ers four statistical analyses. Table 2 shows a summary of statistical
description of the dataset.
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Table 1: Frequency Distribution of Dataset Features.
Feature Unique Count
Clothing ID 1172
Age 77
Title 13984
Review Text 22621
Rating 5
Recommended IND 2
Positive Feedback Count 82
Division Name 3
Department Name 6
Class Name 20
Table 2: Summary of Statistical Description of Dataset Fea-
tures.
Feature Mean Standard Deviation Type
Clothing ID 919.695908 201.683804 Integer
Age 43.282880 12.328176 Integer
Rating 4.183092 1.115911 Categorical
Recommended 0.818764 0.385222 Categorical
Positive Feedback 2.631784 5.787520 Integer
2.3.1 Analysis on Univariate Distributions.
(1) Age and Positive Feedback Count. Figure 5 reveals that
the most engaged customers in reviewing purchased prod-
ucts were in the age range of 35 to 44. In addition, the figure
suggests that they have the most positive reviews on their
purchased products. From this, we have two points to con-
sider: (1) the said age group is the most satisfied group in the
range of customers, thus, the e-commerce at review must
focus on maintaining this segment, and (2) the e-commerce
entity can explore why other age groups are comparatively
less satisfied than the age group 35 to 44.
(2) Department Name and Division Name. Figure 6 shows
the frequency distribution of customer reviews per depart-
ment and per division. This gives the e-commerce an insight
on the customer apparel sizes and clothing being most re-
viewed, i.e. General which refers to clothing size, and tops
which refers to apparel types.
(3) Top 60 Clothing ID. Figure 7 shows the IDs of top 60 re-
viewed apparel from the e-commerce. The apparels with
clothing IDs 1078, 862, and 1094 belong to the general divi-
sion and dresses apparely type, with a positive title review
of “Beautiful dress” as per [2].
(4) Class Name. Figure 8 shows the frequency distribution of
apparel classes most reviewed. The top three apparels are
dresses, knits, and blouses.
(5) Rating, Recommendation, and Label. Figure 9 shows
that the dominant reviews were positive, suggesting that
the e-commerce fairly satisfies its customers. It may be ax-
iomatic that a review with recommendation implies a higher
rating and a positive sentiment. But then again, the process-
ing of sentiments were based on a threshold of higher than
rating of 3 for positive, and negative for the rest. We shall
look more into this in subsection 2.4.2.
(6) Word Length. Figure 10 shows that regardless of the rating
in a review, apparel type, or recommendation, the users had
qualitatively the same length of words in their reviews.
2.3.2 Analysis on Multivariate Distributions.
(1) Division Name by Department Name. Figure 11 reveals
the dominance of general-sized tops, while Figure 12 sup-
ports this inference.
(2) Class Name by Department Name. Figure 13 reveals the
dominance of dress among apparel types, and supported by
Figure 14.
(3) Class Name byDivision Name. Figure 15 reveals the most
reviewed apparel types as general-sized blouses, dresses, and
knits. However, 16 shows that most reviews on dresses are
from general petite sizes.
(4) Age by Positive Feedback Count. Figure 17 shows a small
correlation between age and the positive feedback in a review.
Based on the figure, the same age group of 35 to 44 seems to
be the group that gave most of the positive feedbacks.
(5) Recommendation by Department Name and Division
Name. Figure 18 corroborates the findings in Figure 11.
(6) Rating by Department Name and Division Name. Fig-
ure 19 shows consistency in rating distribution.
(7) Rating by Recommendation. Figure 20 supports the as-
sumption that a review rating mirrors its recommendation
status, i.e. higher rating means recommendation and vice-
versa.
2.3.3 Multivariate Analysis and Descriptive Statistics.
(1) Average Rating by Recommendation. Figure 21 shows
consistency on recommendation and rating, i.e. when review
has recommendation, the rating is under maximum value of
rating; when review has no recommendation, the rating is
halved.
(2) Average Rating and Recommendation by Clothing ID
Correlation. Figure 22 attempts to look at the correlation,
if there is any, between the average rating of a product and
number of reviews for a product, that is grouped by clothing
ID. The correlation matrix suggests there is no such corre-
lation between the variables considered, but it did reveal a
relatively strong correlation of 0.8 between rating and rec-
ommendation. The mentioned correlation coefficient further
substantiates the assumption on connection between rating
and recommendation.
2.3.4 Word Frequency Distributions.
(1) Titles. Figure 23 gives us themost frequentwords in a review
title. Only the word “flaws” seems to indicate a negative
review, but then again, this does not necessarily indicate that
the entire product review has a negative sentiment. Take not
that this word cloud only accounts for the frequency of words
in titles, and does not account for phrases. In other words,
there may be counter-words for negative word indicators,
but only failed to make it into the word cloud. The same may
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be said for positive word indicators in the word cloud, as it
does not include any negators if there are any.
(2) Most FrequentWords inHighly-ratedComments. Since
Figure 24 is a word cloud for reviews with high ratings, it
may be assumed that the words in this figure reflects what
are written in their respective reviews.
(3) Most Frequent Words in Low-rated Comments. Since
Figure 25 is a word cloud for reviews with low ratings, it
may be assumed that the words in this figure reflects what
are written in their respective reviews.
(4) Word Clouds for Division Names. Figure 26 shows the
most frequent words in product reviews from the “intimates”
division; Figure 27 for “general” division; and Figure 28 for
“general petite” division. Further investigation on these word
clouds may reveal some useful insight on customer accept-
ability per division.
2.4 Dataset Preprocessing
2.4.1 Text Cleaning. The user review texts were cleaned by
eliminating delimiters such as \n and \r found in the texts.
2.4.2 Sentiment Analysis. Instead of manually tagging the re-
view texts, the sentiment analyzer of NLTK[8] was used to automate
the process. Thus, leaving behind the intuitive tagging of review
texts that had a threshold of rating 3, i.e. if a review rating is greater
than or equal to 3, it is considered as a positive feedback, otherwise
it is considered a negative feedback. The mentioned manual, intu-
itive tagging had the flaw of not taking into account some neutral
sentiments. Hence, the use of sentiment analyzer by NLTK[8]. See
Figure 29 for the frequency distribution of sentiments per recom-
mendation.
2.4.3 Word Embeddings. The GloVe word embeddings[11] were
used to map the words in review texts to the vector space.
2.5 Machine Learning
Figure 1: Image from [10]. Computation of a conventional Bidi-
rectional RNN maps input sequences x to target sequences y,
with loss L(t) at each time step t . The RNN cells s propagate in-
formation forward in time (towards the right) while the RNN
cells s ′ propagate information backward in time (towards the
left). Thus at each time step t , the output units o(t) (before ap-
plying an activation function to get y) can benefit from a rele-
vant summary of the past in its s(t) input, and from a relevant
summary of the future in its s ′(t) input.
Given that the problem at hand is a classification task on sen-
timents, the most appropriate ML algorithm to implement is a re-
current neural network (RNN). However, from literature, we know
that a vanilla RNN suffers from vanishing gradients. Hence, we used
the RNN with long-short term memory (LSTM) units, which was
designed to solve the mentioned problem[6]. Furthermore, to better
capture the context of words in the review texts, we employed a
bidirectional RNN with LSTM (see Figure 1). That is, the model has
the capability to learn the context from “past” to the “future” of a
text sequence and vice-versa[5]. In turn, giving the model more
insight on each review text.
Below are the LSTM gate equations[6], which we implemented
using Google TensorFlow[1].
ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1,xt ] + bf ) (1)
it = σ (Wi · [ht−1,xt ] + bi ) (2)
C˜t = tanh(WC · [ht−1,xt ] + bC ) (3)
Ct = ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗ C˜t (4)
ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1,xt ] + bo ) (5)
ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct ) (6)
where f is the forget gate, which “forgets” non-essential informa-
tion for the model; i is the input gate, which accepts new data input
at a given time step st ; C˜ is the candidate cell state value of each
LSTM cell; C is the cell state value to be passed onto the next RNN-
LSTM cell; o is the output gate which decides what the cell state
will output; and h is the cell state output from cell state value and
the decided output.
We employed this machine learning model on two text classifi-
cation problems on the dataset: (1) recommendation classification,
which determines whether a review text recommends the reviewed
product, and (2) sentiment classification, which determines the tone
of the review text towards the purchased product.
2.5.1 Recommendation Classification. A product review has
two recommendation states: (1) recommended, and (2) not rec-
ommended – a binary classification problem.
2.5.2 Sentiment Classification. A product review has three senti-
ment states: (1) negative, (2) neutral, and (3) positive – amultinomial
classification problem.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All experiments in this study were conducted on a laptop com-
puter with Intel Core(TM) i5-6300HQ CPU @ 2.30GHz x 4, 16GB of
DDR3 RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M 4GB DDR5 GPU. The
dataset was partitioned into a 60/20/20 fashion, i.e. 60% for training
dataset, 20% for validation dataset, and 20% for testing dataset.
Table 3 shows the hyper-parameters used by the Bidirectional
RNN-LSTM in the experiments, these hyper-parameters were ar-
bitrarily chosen as hyper-parameter tuning implies more compu-
tational cost requirement. Table 4 shows the test accuracy and
test loss by the Bidirectional RNN-LSTM on both recommendation
classification and sentiment classification experiments.
However, take note that the frequency distributions for classes
in recommendation and sentiment are both imbalanced, i.e. there
are more recommended classes than not recommended, and there
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Table 3: Hyper-parameters used in Bidirectional RNN-LSTM
Hyper-parameter Value
Batch Size 256
Cell Size 256
Dropout Rate 0.50
Epochs 32
Learning Rate 1e-3
Table 4: Test Accuracy and Test Loss using Bidirectional
LSTM.
Task Test Accuracy Loss
Recommendation Classification ≈0.882678 ≈0.572342
Sentiment Classification ≈0.928414 ≈0.453205
are more positive sentiments than there are negative and neutral
combined. This poses a problem as the model shall grow a biased
classification towards the class with highest frequency distribution.
Hence, we take a look at the statistical report on recommendation
classification at Table 5.
Table 5: Statistical Report on Recommendation Classifica-
tion using Bidirectional LSTM.
Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support
(0) Not Recommended 0.70 0.65 0.68 847
(1) Recommended 0.92 0.94 0.93 3679
Average / Total 0.88 0.88 0.88 4526
Table 5 shows a relatively weaker predictive performance for
negative class in the recommendation classification problem, as it can
also be seen in the confusion matrix in Figure 2 (where 0 represents
not recommended class, and 1 represents recommended class), thus
supporting our claim above. To look at the model performance on
a relatively fair scheme, we take a look at the ROC curve for the
result (see Figure 4).
Table 6: Statistical Report on Sentiment Classification using
Bidirectional LSTM.
Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support
(0) Negative 0.47 0.50 0.49 289
(1) Neutral 0.31 0.18 0.23 22
(2) Positive 0.96 0.96 0.96 4215
Average / Total 0.93 0.93 0.93 4526
Table 6 corroborates our findings on biased classification towards
the class with highest frequency distribution, supported by the
confusion matrix in Figure 3 (where 0 represents the negative class,
1 represents the neutral class, and 2 represents the positive class).
Figure 2: The confusion matrix on recommenda-
tion classification.
Figure 3: The confusion matrix on sentiment clas-
sification.
We can see in this report that the model had a relatively weaker
predictive performance for the negative and neutral sentiments.
The empirical evidences presented in this paper indicates a rel-
atively high-performing predictive performance on both recom-
mendation classification and sentiment classification, and this is
despite the imbalanced class frequency distribution in the dataset.
Such result supports the claim that using Bidirectional RNN-LSTM
better captures the context of review texts which leads to better
predictive performance. However, to further substantiate this claim,
we recommend employing a uni-directional RNN-LSTM on the
same classification problems for fair comparison.
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Figure 4: The ROC Curve for binary classification on rec-
ommendation indicator.
4 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
To further improve the model, hyper-parameter tuning must be
performed. This study was limited to an arbitrarily-chosen hyper-
parameters due to computational cost restrictions. In addition, k-
fold cross validation may give us a better and/or additional insight
on the predictive performance of the model.
Despite the limitations on the experiment for this study, it may
be inferred that the Bidirectional RNN-LSTM model exhibited high
performance (with F1-score of 0.88 for recommendation classifica-
tion, and 0.93 for sentiment classification). Furthermore, the statis-
tical measures on the classification problem may also be deemed
satisfactory.
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Figure 5: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of customer age and positive feedback.
Figure 6: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of apparels per division and department.
Figure 7: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of top 60 apparels per clothing ID.
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Figure 8: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of apparels per class.
Figure 9: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of review ratings, recommendation, and labels.
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Figure 10: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The word frequency distrubtion in review texts per rating, department, and
recommendation.
Figure 11: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The cross tabulation for apparel per division and department.
Figure 12: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The normalized cross tabulation for apparel per division and department.
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Figure 13: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The cross tabulation for apparel per class and department.
Figure 14: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The normalized cross tabulation for apparel per class and department.
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Figure 15: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The cross tabulation for apparel per class and division.
Figure 16: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The normalized cross tabulation for apparel per class and division.
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Figure 17: Scatter plot generated based on script by [2]. The scat-
ter plot for age and positive feedback count.
Figure 18: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The percentage frequency of recommendation indicator per review by depart-
ment and division.
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Figure 19: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The percentage frequency of review rating by department and division.
Figure 20: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency of rating by recommendation indicator.
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Figure 21: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The average rating frequency by division department, and recommendation
indicator.
Figure 22: Heatmap generated based on script by [2]. The correlationmatrix for average rating
and recommendation indicator, grouped by clothing ID.
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Figure 23: Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. The most frequent words used for review titles.
Figure 24: Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. The most frequent words used in review texts with high ratings.
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Figure 25: Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. The most frequent words used in review texts with low ratings.
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Figure 26: Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. The most frequent words used in review texts in intimate apparels.
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Figure 27:Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. Themost frequent words used in review texts in general-sized apparels.
Figure 28: Word cloud generated based on script by [2]. The most frequent words used in review texts in petite-sized apparels.
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Figure 29: Plot generated based on script by [2]. The frequency distribution of sentiments per
recommendation state in review texts.
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